I. Advisory board members: At this point, no advisory board members have expressed an interest to rotate off of the board

II. Discussion on submissions: Draves proposed a reconsideration of asking for full papers and suggested an 500-word extended abstract or 10-page paper, similar to AERA, that requires specific aspects of the research addressed. Discussion resulted in maintaining the current requirement of full papers for future symposia.

III. Proceedings: Suggestions were made to make proceedings available online to allow for open access, and eliminating paper proceedings for future symposia. Draves will be following up on the online version, including how to make it 'searchable' within particular databases.

IV. Aloft as new venue was considered successful and will continue.

V. Other business
a. Rutkowski brought up questions about how to convey the dialogue or discourse feature of the symposium model, so that participants don’t simply present a powerpoint in small-scale for 20 minutes. Suggestions are to provide more direct guidelines to presenters, recommending no literature review be covered in depth, planning for 10 minutes of presentation and 10 minutes of discussion, and to expect dialogue or questions throughout the 20 minutes.